
Empower 
Your Data 
With Quest 
A sustainable foundation 
to maximize the impact of 
your data 



Your business environment 
demands a data center 
and partner that can 
handle massive amounts 
of data. Quest® solutions, 
available from Insight, 
support IT databases for 
on-premises, cloud and 
hybrid infrastructures. 
Quest simplifies 
and automates IT 
management to ensure 
your teams can focus on 
growth. 

In this ebook, you’ll 
discover the Quest 
portfolio of products 
and services for data 
operations, data protection 
and data intelligence. 



Data operations are crucial to enhancing the performance and value of your 
enterprise data. Quest data operations solutions empower organizations with: 

Data operations solutions

Database development and 
management are critical to your 
business. Take a look at Quest’s data 
operations portfolio, including:

• Toad

• ApexSQL

• Foglight 

• Spotlight

• Modern, flexible, scalable data infrastructure, including successful support of 
cloud and hybrid environments

• Data pipeline visibility/availability and uninterrupted flow

• Proactive identification and resolution of performance issues

• Highly-skilled IT staff armed with strategic expertise (data experts, not just 
database experts)

• Self-service data preparation and access

• Greater agility/productivity, faster delivery of mission-critical applications

Data operations

• erwin Data Modeler

• Toad Data Point

• SharePlex 



Data protection
Data protection is critical to businesses. It ensures data privacy requirements are 
met and network-connected devices are secure. Quest helps secure your data with: 

Data protection solutions

Quest data protection solutions keep 
your data secure and manageable 
with a powerful portfolio of products, 
including: 

• Offensive and defensive methodologies and technologies 

• Visibility of data infrastructure and assets to identify data locations and 
endpoints that require protection 

• Secure data infrastructure to prevent unauthorized access 

• High performance backup, recovery and data deduplication, which minimizes 
data loss, maximizes system availability and reduces storage costs 

• Data compression and encryption to fortify the network, including external 
storage, for regulatory compliance

• KACE 

• QoreStor

• NetVault

• Rapid 
Recovery

• SharePlex

• LiteSpeed

• ApexSQL 

• Toad Sensitive Data 
Protection



Data intelligence 
Quest provides data intelligence solutions to help your business establish a sound, 
flexible framework for awareness and access to your data. These solutions can 
be leveraged as guidance to ensure data policies and best practices are followed. 
Quest data intelligence solutions enable your business to: 

Simplify your IT database journey with Insight and Quest. Talk to an Insight 
specialist today to learn how you can get back to focusing on your business growth.

Data intelligence solutions 

Quest data intelligence 
solutions provide the power 
to catalog, analyze and 
process powerful business 
data. The portfolio of 
solutions include: 

• erwin Data Intelligence 

• erwin Evolve 

• Use metadata-driven automation to 
identify and harvest technical assets, 
including data provenance, lineage and 
impact analysis 

• Curate these assets with business and 
quality context 

• Govern asset use across the organization 
with the association of business rules and 
policies 

• Enable enterprise-wide socialization 
of available, high-quality assets for 
knowledge-sharing and use 

• Manage change and innovation through 
enterprise architecture 

• Understand business processes/workflows 
and inputs/outputs to uncover risks and 
areas for improvement



1.800.INSIGHT | insight.com

Insight Enterprises, Inc. is a Fortune 500 solutions integrator helping 

organizations accelerate their digital journey to modernize their business and 

maximize the value of technology. Insight’s technical expertise spans cloud 

and edge-based transformation solutions, with global scale and optimization 

built on 35 years of deep partnerships with the world’s leading and emerging 

technology providers.

About Insight 


